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What is HB92?

Montana Innocence Project 2023 Legislative
Priority 1: Reauthorize and Improve HB92 -

Montana’s Exoneree Compensation Law

HB92 was the culminating result of more than three years of careful
study and thoughtful deliberation by the Law and Justice Interim
Committee and was passed in the 2021 legislative session with the
help of testimony from MTIP’s freed client Cody Marble and other
innocence advocates. 

Before HB92, Montana state compensation was limited to college
tuition assistance. Montana was one of the few remaining states that
did not provide monetary compensation. HB92 requires payment of
$60,000 for each year of wrongful incarceration and $25,000 for each
year of wrongful supervision to exonerees who complete the
compensation claim process. While the process is underway, the law
mandates the Department of Corrections (DOC) to provide a $5,000
transition assistance grant and monthly rental vouchers for the
pendency of the proceeding. 

Why is HB92 at risk?

In the final days of the legislative session, Gov. Gianforte issued an
amendatory veto; the legislature had to adopt his proposed changes to
the bill, or he would veto it. One of the notable changes was the
inclusion of a sunset provision–meaning HB92 will end unless
reauthorized in the 2023 Session. 



What does MTIP want to happen?

Montana Innocence Project 2023 Legislative
Priority 1: Reauthorize and Improve HB92 -

Montana’s Exoneree Compensation Law

First and foremost, MTIP wants to reauthorize the bill so exonerated
people can access compensation. Additionally, MTIP wants to address
known obstacles under the current compensation process. HB92 was
meant to assist exonerees in rebuilding their lives after experiencing
unimaginable injustices. MTIP hopes to improve the bill to fulfill this
intention more meaningfully. 

Cody Marble is the only eligible exoneree to have initiated the claims
process to date, and he has faced numerous obstacles thus far. For
example, DOC initially refused Cody the $5,000 transition assistance
grant and denied him rental vouchers. DOC eventually complied
following press about Cody’s compensation claim experience and
involvement from Cody’s attorneys. MTIP would like to see this
process streamlined for exonerees. 

Another concern is that claimants are required to undergo a civil trial
to prove their innocence; this is redundant as claimants have already
completed the rigorous process of exoneration. Requiring a civil trial
retraumatizes innocent people by requiring them to relive their
wrongful conviction. Further, the amendatory veto barred exonerees
from pursuing a federal civil rights lawsuit to hold bad actors
accountable; MTIP hopes to remove this bar. 



What is CJOC Draft Bill 3?

 Montana Innocence Project Legislative
Priority 2: Defeat Criminal Justice Oversight

Council Draft Bill 3 

The Criminal Justice Oversight Council, for the first time, is
introducing its own legislation. MTIP is particularly concerned with
Draft Bill 3, which would establish a separate definition for Persistent
Felony Offender Under Supervision. 

Presently, the definition of a PFO is someone who commits three
felonies–at least one of which is a sexual or violent offense. Upon
receiving a third felony charge, PFOs are subject to a $50,000 fine and
a mandatory minimum sentence of 5 years and up to 100 years. 

The draft bill would designate a separate definition for PFOs under
supervision, meaning that a person committed a third offense while
on felony probation or parole. Notably, the designation leaves out the
requirement that one of the felonies be sexual or violent. The only
restriction is that the third felony may not include criminal possession
of dangerous drugs or failure to register, and the council considered
restricting DUI offenses as well. 



Why is CJOC Draft Bill 3 potentially harmful? 

 Montana Innocence Project Legislative
Priority 2: Defeat Criminal Justice Oversight

Council Draft Bill 3 

If passed as drafted, this bill would subject someone who commits, for
example, three felony burglaries to spending a mandatory five years in
prison, regardless of the circumstances, and up to the rest of their life
in prison. Further, it would provide prosecutors with an additional
punishment to leverage in plea negotiations. 

While this type of plea bargaining would likely decrease case duration
times by expediting the plea bargaining process, it would also enhance
the coercive nature of plea bargaining. Coercive plea bargaining is a
concern for the Montana Innocence Project as it is a known driver of
wrongful convictions. A recent study from the MacArthur Fdn. Safety
and Justice Challenge found that even some prosecutors believe
innocent people plead guilty to things they did not do to get out of jail
quicker or out of fear that they will lose their trial and receive a
harsher penalty than what the plea bargain offers.

https://safetyandjusticechallenge.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/UMSLLoyolaStLouisMilwaukee_PleaReportProjectBrief.pdf


What is eyewitness misidentification?

Montana Innocence Project 2023 Legislative
Priority 3: Advance Eyewitness

Misidentification Study Bill 

Eyewitness misidentification is when a witness mistakenly identifies a
perpetrator. It is a factor in 69% of overturned wrongful convictions.
Witnesses misidentify people because (1) science proves memories are
not exact replicas of elapsed events, and (2) law enforcement, if not
following best practices, can influence a witness to make a false ID.

The chances of being misidentified increase when the witness and
person they are identifying are of different races or ethnicities. Cross-
racial misidentification often occurs because of own-race bias, the
proven difficulty in identifying facial characteristics in other races.
More than 40% of wrongful convictions based on misidentifications
are cross-racial misidentifications.



What does MTIP hope to achieve?

Montana Innocence Project 2023 Legislative
Priority 3: Advance Eyewitness

Misidentification Study Bill 

In Montana, there is no law requiring police departments to follow
best practices for eyewitness identification. Around 80% of counties in
Montana voluntarily comply with best practices, but MTIP believes the
entire state should be in compliance to prevent wrongful convictions
effectively. 

Best practices include, but are not limited to, the following policies:
advising law enforcement personnel to interview witnesses as soon as
possible after a crime has been committed; ensuring that police put in
writing why a suspect is believed to be guilty before placing them in a
lineup; using a lineup with several people instead of what is known as
a “show up” only featuring a single suspect; avoiding repetition of a
lineup with the same suspect and same eyewitness; and recording the
entire process on video. 

During the 2023 session, MTIP will educate legislators about the
prevalence of eyewitness misidentification and encourage a study bill
on the topic for Law & Justice Interim Committee consideration.



What is facial recognition technology? 

Montana Innocence Project 2023 Legislative
Priority 4: Support Ban on the Use of Facial

Recognition Technology in Criminal
Investigations

 

Facial recognition systems attempt to match images of human faces
with images stored in a database. For example, someone might
compare the image of a robber caught on a security camera with a
database of driver’s license images to attempt to identify the robber. 

Facial recognition technology consistently fails to accurately identify
people of color, and especially women of color. A study published in
the scientific journal IEEE Transactions on Information Forensics and
Security found these technologies are the least accurate in identifying
subjects who are female, Black, and 18-30 years old. 

Another peer-reviewed article called Gender Shades: Intersectional
Accuracy Disparities in Commercial Gender Classification compared
the accuracy of three different algorithms in identifying four groups:
darker-skinned females, darker-skinned males, lighter-skinned
females, and lighter-skinned males. Each algorithm was the least
accurate in identifying darker-skinned females, and the error rates
were up to 34% higher than for lighter-skinned males.

https://s3.documentcloud.org/documents/2850196/Face-Recognition-Performance-Role-of-Demographic.pdf
http://proceedings.mlr.press/v81/buolamwini18a/buolamwini18a.pdf


Why is MTIP concerned about this technology?

Montana Innocence Project 2023 Legislative
Priority 4: Support Ban on the Use of Facial

Recognition Technology in Criminal
Investigations

MTIP is concerned about the use of these technologies for criminal
investigations because once an individual becomes a person of
interest in a criminal investigation, tunnel vision can cause
investigators to ignore exculpatory evidence. 

This happened to Nijeer Parks in February 2019. He was falsely
accused of shoplifting and attempting to hit a police officer with his
car based on facial recognition identification. The real perpetrator left
behind a fake ID at the scene. A facial recognition software said Nijeer
was a high-profile match to the ID photo. He was arrested and charged
with assault, theft, and eluding arrest – in all, a 25-year prison
sentence. He seriously considered taking a plea deal if one were
offered. About six months later, he found a photo of a receipt that he
had taken at the same time as the crime. It proved he was 30 miles
away. 

The case was dismissed for lack of evidence in November 2019. He is
currently suing the police department, local officials, and the maker of
the facial recognition software that falsely identified him. The lawsuit
describes how police failed to obtain DNA or fingerprint evidence from
the scene, which would have eliminated him as a suspect. MTIP wants
to prevent injustices like the one described above from happening in
Montana.

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/12/29/technology/facial-recognition-misidentify-jail.html


Sign up for MTIP’s email list to be alerted to action steps. Go to
mtinnocenceproject.org/mailinglist. 

Follow MTIP on social media @BigSkyInnocence for regular
updates and action steps.

Testify! This is perhaps the most valuable way to make your
voice heard. Why do you support or oppose a certain bill? Are
you personally impacted? Is a loved one impacted? Are you
morally for or against it? Does your education or faith inform
your opinion? 

If you have questions about the process or need help preparing,
please contact us at: info@mtinnocenceproject.org. 

See hearing information for bills here: leg.mt.gov/session

Submit testimony or sign up to testify here: leg.mt.gov/public-
testimony

How can you support MTIP 
in the 2023 session?

This Advocacy Guide was
created by Alberton High

School students!


